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Welcome... 
We’re very pleased to welcome you to our 2015 Criminology catalogue, not least because 2015 sees SAGE celebrate its 50th birthday. As we 
look back on our success so far, and forward to a dynamic and innovative publishing future, we’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
choosing SAGE and for being part of our story so far.

We’re really proud of the breadth and depth of our Criminology list, and that we have resources that support students, lecturers and 
researchers at every stage of their academic career. The coverage of our textbook programme, in particular, makes SAGE the perfect go-to 
when recommending texts to encourage your students to read deeply enough into, and widely enough around, your subject area. If your 
department is thinking about taking this one step further, and buying textbooks for its students, you will fi nd we’re the ideal partner to work 
with (fi nd more details on pg. 16).

2015 sees the publication of new editions of some of our market-leading texts from internationally renowned academics – highlighted below; 
keep an eye out for comment pieces from some of these authors in the catalogue, too.  

As you’re taking a look through these pages don’t forget that most of our titles are available as e-books, and that a good many are available 
as an inspection copy if you’re teaching a relevant course. 

If you’re interested in joining the list, and writing or editing a project with us, do get in touch with Amy (whose details are opposite). Otherwise, 
we hope you enjoy looking through our new catalogue. 

The SAGE Criminology Team   

@SAGEcriminology

Key new titles
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We recognise that our business operations have an 
impact on the environment and are committed to 
minimising them. Find out more:

www.uk.sagepub.com/aboutCommunity.nav

Inspection Copies
Request and manage your inspection copies 
quickly and easily at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

Free digital inspection copies are also available for 
lecturers - for details contact your local sales 
representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep
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1 Oliver’s yard, 55 City Road, London, EC1y 1SP
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Keep up-to-date
Tell us which subject areas you are interested 
in hearing about and we’ll keep you up-to-date 
with relevant products and special offers.

Prefer to go paperless? You can switch off 
print communications by updating your 
settings at: 

www.sagepub.co.uk/myaccount

SAgE publishes...
... more than 25 journals in Criminology. For more 
information and pricing visit:

www.sagepub.co.uk/crim

For journal enquiries, please email:
marketing.journals.requests@sagepub.co.uk
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 THE SAGE DICTIONARY OF CRIMINOLOGY 
 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Eugene mcLaughlin   City University London   
and   John muncie   The Open University  

 The bestselling SAgE Ltd title in the UK over the last three years

This thoughtful compilation will allow students to enhance 
their appreciation of the discipline's boundaries while at the 
same time sharpening their critical faculties so that they can 
redraw them 

- Ian O'Donnell, Professor of Criminology,
University College, Dublin

This best selling reference text has established itself as the authoritative 
source covering the key concepts, theories and methods in criminology 
and criminal justice. Edited by two of the leading figures in the field, 
the book:

• now has over 300 entries
• defines concepts precisely so students have a clear understanding of 

the history and development of each topic and debate
• maps connections across various fields and issues and includes 

further reading to extend students' knowledge throughout their studies
• has contributions from internationally renowned academics 

and practitioners to ensure that this book is global and 
comparative throughout. 

 2012 • 536 pages 
 Cloth (9781446200827) • £77.00 
 Paper (9781446200834) • £27.99 

THE SAGE DICTIONARY OF CRIMINOLOGY 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 
 Essential Readings 

 Third Edition 

 Edited by  Eugene mcLaughlin   City University London   
and   John muncie   The Open University   

The only indispensable general criminology reader on the 
market. Comprehensive in its coverage, judicious in its selectivity 
and organization, and sophisticated in its contextualizing 
commentaries, McLaughlin and Muncie's substantially revised 
collection of key and classic readings is becoming something 
of a classic itself. A truly must-have book 

- Dr Chris Greer, Senior Lecturer in Sociology
and Criminology, City University London

Wide-ranging and global in scope and coverage, this book will help 
students to critically engage with the various concepts and theoretical 
positions they will encounter throughout their studies. In addition 
to essays that have had a seminal influence on the development 
of criminology, new articles have been included to cover topics of 
contemporary criminological significance, including:

• surveillance
• digitized crime
• terrorism and political violence
• environmental crime

• human trafficking
• techno-social networks
• narco-crime
• global inequalities. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Criminological Foundations / Part II: Causes Of Crime / Part III: Criminalisation / 
Part IV: Criminal Justice And Crime Prevention / Part V: Control-ology: Governance and 
Surveillance /  Part VI: Global Risks and Harms  

 2013 • 768 pages 
 Cloth (9781446207857) • £90.00 
 Paper (9781446207864) • £32.99 

CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Introduction to Criminology
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 CRITICAL ISSUES IN 
CRIME AND JUSTICE 
 Thought, Policy, and Practice 

 Second Edition 

 Edited by  mary maguire      and 
  Dan Okada   both at California 
State University, Sacramento  

 Leading scholars explore the gamut of topics 
in criminal justice and criminology, examining 
both historical and contemporary material to illustrate the past and 
present of each topic covered. Drawing on a wide range of sources, the 
book illustrates the breadth of research, policy and practice implications 
in key areas of the field, such as crime theory, law enforcement, 
jurisprudence, and criminal justice organization and management. The 
coverage of concepts, insights, voices and perspectives is geared toward 
students with a background in criminal justice or those on criminology 
courses to challenge them to synthesize what they have learned, to 
question standard interpretations, and to begin to create new directions 
and visions for their future careers as professionals in the field. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Criminal Justice and Criminological Paradigms / The Importance of Ethics in Criminal 
Justice / Criminological Theory and Crime Explanation / Unleashing the Power of Criminal 
Justice Theory / Victimology / Part II: Offenses and Offenders / Juvenile Delinquency / 
Gender Matters: Trends in Girls’ Criminality / Race and Crime / Culture, Media, and Crime / 
Crime and Economics: Consumer Culture, Criminology, and the Politics of Exclusion / Gangs 
and Criminal Justice / Sex Crimes / Terrorism and the Criminal Justice System: Questions, 
Issues, and Current Applicable Law / Developments in Cyber Criminology / Comparative 
Criminal Justice and Criminology / Part III: Policing and Law Enforcement / A History of 
American Policing / Police Theory / Contemporary Police and Society / Police Organization 
and Administration / Part IV: Policy and Jurisprudence / Public Policy / American Courts / 
The Juvenile Justice System / Part V: Corrections and Societal Response / The Philosophical 
and Ideological Underpinnings of Corrections / Community Corrections, Rehabilitation, 
Reintegration, and Reentry / Restorative Justice in Theory /  Garbage In, Garbage Out? 
Convict Criminology, the Convict Code, and Participatory Prison Reform 

 January 2015 • 488 pages 
 Paper (9781483350622) • £37.99 

 CRITICAL ISSUES IN 

 CRIMINOLOGY 
 The Essentials 

 Second Edition 

  James Treadwell   University of Leicester  

 Criminology recruits undergraduate 
students from all sorts of backgrounds. 
As they enter their first year, they confront 
a dauntingly complex and diverse 
discipline. Therefore, a no-nonsense 
basic primer is an essential survival 
tool. For me, Treadwell's book, which covers everything from 
underlying philosophical principles to exam tips, is the most 
comprehensive and accessible basic primer on the market 

- Steve Hall, Professor of Criminology,
University of Teesside, Middlesborough 

 2012 • 232 pages 
 Cloth (9781446256084) • £64.00 
 Paper (9781446256091) • £20.99 

 STUDY SKILLS
FOR CRIMINOLOGY 
 Second Edition 

  John Harrison  ,   mark Simpson  ,
  Olwen Harrison   and   Emma martin   all at 
University of Teesside, Middlesborough  

 This is not just another "how to study'" 
book. This is about how to make the 
most of your studies and be ready in the 
workplace: how to make the investment 
pay off 

- Dr Francis Pakes,
Portsmouth University 

 SAgE STUDy SKILLS SERIES 
 2011 • 208 pages 

 Cloth (9781849207935) • £62.00 
 Paper (9781849207942) • £18.99 

 INTRODUCTION
TO CRIMINOLOGY 
 Theories, methods, and 
Criminal Behavior 

 Eighth Edition 

  Frank E Hagan   Mercyhurst College   

This book has turned out to be a gem 
of a text. Not only does it cover wholly 
relevant, informative and engaging topics 
but everything is complimented with a comprehensive web 
based resource package 

- Lucy Huby, Dept of Care and
Social Sciences, Moray College 

 2012 • 552 pages 
 Paper (9781452242347) • £74.00 

 CRIMINOLOGY 
 The Essentials 

 Second Edition 

  Anthony walsh   Boise State University  

 Presenting an overview of the major subject 
areas in criminology, and covering the most 
up-to-date advances in theory and research, 
this book includes special features that 
engage the reader to think critically about 
the subjects. 

 September 2014 • 408 pages 
 Paper (9781483350691) • £44.99 

Introduction to Criminology
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 KEY CONCEPTS IN
CRIME AND SOCIETY 
  Ross Coomber   Griffith University  ,
  Joseph F Donnermeyer   Ohio
State University  ,   Karen mcElrath   
Fayetteville State University   and
  John Scott   University of New England  

 A crucial text for whetting the academic 
appetite of those studying criminology 
at university. The comprehensive 
engagement with key crime and 
deviance debates and issues make this a perfect springboard 
for launching into the complex, diverse and exciting realm of 
researching criminology

- Dr Ruth Penfold-Mounce, University of York 

 SAgE KEy CONCEPTS SERIES 
 December 2014 • 200 pages 

 Cloth (9780857022554) • £60.00 
 Paper (9780857022561) • £19.99 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY 
 Context and Consequences 

 Sixth Edition 

  J Robert Lilly   Northern Kentucky 
University  ,   Francis T Cullen   University 
of Cincinnati   and   Richard A Ball   
Pennsylvania State University, Fayette  

 Offering a rich introduction to how scholars 
analyze crime, this book moves readers 
beyond a common-sense knowledge of 
crime to a deeper understanding of the importance of theory in shaping 
crime control policies. The Sixth Edition of the authors’ clear, accessible 
and thoroughly revised text covers traditional and contemporary theory 
within a larger sociological and historical context. It includes new 
sources that assess the empirical status of the major theories, as well 
as updated coverage of crime control policies and their connection to 
criminological theory. 

 CONTENTS 
 The Context and Consequences of Theory / The Search for the “Criminal Man” /  Rejecting 
Individualism: The Chicago School / Crime in American Society: Anomie and Strain 
Theories / Society as Insulation: The Origins of Control Theory / The Complexity of 
Control: Hirschi’s Two Theories and Beyond / The Irony of State Intervention: Labeling 
Theory / Social Power and the Construction of Crime: Conflict Theory / The Variety of 
Critical Theory / The Gendering of Criminology: Feminist Theory / Crimes of the Powerful: 
Theories of White-Collar Crime / Bringing Punishment Back In: Conservative Criminology 
/ Choosing Crime in Everyday Life: Routine Activity and Rational Choice Theories / The 
Search for the “Criminal Man” Revisited: Biosocial Theories /  New Directions in Biosocial 
Theory: Perspectives and Policies / The Development of Criminals: Life-Course Theories 

 December 2014 • 568 pages 
 Paper (9781452258164) • £48.99 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL 
THEORY IN CONTEXT 
 An Introduction 

  John martyn Chamberlain   Loughborough University  

 A clear and thought provoking read. The author has summarised 
detailed historical and burgeoning literature into a book that is 
well structured and written, allowing criminology students to 
become excited over theory and to question taken for granted 
assumptions in the field 

- Dr Ruth McAlister, Lecturer in 
Criminology, University of Ulster

Very simple to understand and breaks down the theories in 
an order which is straightforward to understand. A number of 
criminological theory books are difficult to understand, however 
this book is simple and reads well ... I would really recommend 
this to current students 

- Davina Patel, PhD Researcher, Loughborough University

Providing a lively, concise and definitive account of criminological theory, 
this book offers a guide to the historical development of criminology as 
an academic discipline. It:

• presents an overview of criminological theory, including classical, 
biological, psychological and sociological approaches

• analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of each theory discussed
• makes the theory as clear as possible, with chapter overview boxes 

and key summary points
• helps students take their studies further with suggestions for further 

reading and self-study tasks. 

 CONTENTS 
 Studying Criminal Life / Classical Criminology and Contemporary Rational Choice 
Theory /  Biological Criminology / Psychological Criminology / Strain Theory, Social 
Disorganisation Theory and Labelling Theory / Critical Criminology, Part I: Marxist, 
Peacemaking and Realist Theories of Crime / Critical Criminology, Part II: Feminist and 
Cultural Criminology / Postmodern Critical Standpoints and the Criminal Life Course 
/ Reflecting on Theories of Crime, Theories of Human Nature: Crime in the Age of the 
Enterprising Risky Citizen-subject 

 January 2015 • 232 pages 
 Cloth (9781446269862) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446269879) • £24.99 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL  CRIMINOLOGICAL 
THEORY IN CONTEXT 
 CRIMINOLOGICAL 
THEORY IN CONTEXT 

Criminological Theory
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 THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY 
 Edited by  Eugene mcLaughlin   City 
University London   and   Tim Newburn   
London School of Economics  

 For any criminologist looking to make 
sense of recent developments in the 
field, this is the go-to book...it provides 
the latest updates on traditional 
theories whilst charting new directions. 
It also offers interpretive frameworks 
for criminology's current flux and fragmentation and closely 
examines relationships among theory, policy, and criminal 
justice practice. Invaluable and indispensible! 

- Nicole Rafter, Professor, Northeastern University 

 2010 • 552 pages 
 Cloth (9781412920384) • £110.00 
 Paper (9781446270530) • £29.99 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY 
 The Essentials 

 Second Edition 

  Stephen g Tibbetts   California 
State University, San Bernardino  

 Focusing on some of history's most 
renowned criminologists and their theories, 
this book encourages readers to apply 
theory to contemporary debates by looking 
at policy implications brought about by 
theoretical perspectives. 

 November 2014 • 280 pages 
 Paper (9781483359526) • £47.99 

 INTRODUCING 
CRIMINOLOGICAL 
THINKING 
 maps, Theories, 
and Understanding 

  Jon Heidt   University of the Fraser Valley  
and   Johannes P wheeldon   
Norwich University  

Using concept maps, mind maps, and other 
visual techniques to consider theory-based inquiry, this text combines 
an exploration of the core elements of theory with relevant examples 
drawn from biology, psychology, sociology, critical traditions, and 
integrative efforts. Unlike other theory texts, the chapters are arranged 
by level of explanation to help students understand how theories from 
different disciplines interact with each other as a foundation for many 
contemporary criminological theories.

The authors have developed a seven-step model to identify key aspects 
of different theories including their historical and social context, base 
assumptions, scope, problem foci, terms/concepts, related research, and 
practical ramifications. This text offers both a student-friendly theoretical 
discussion and accessible visual examples to explain criminological 
theory and its applicability to social science research.

 CONTENTS 
Part I: Introduction to Criminological Thinking / Basic Principles of Theorizing and 
Mapping / The Seven-Step Model and Early Explanations of Criminality / Part II: Individual 
Difference Theories / Biological Positivist Theories / Psychological Positivist Theories / 
Part III: Process Theories / Psychological Process Theories / Differential Association 
and Social Learning Theories / Control Theories / Labeling Theories / Part IV: Structural 
Theories / Social Disorganization Theories / Social Strain and Anomie Theories / Part V: 
Theories of Crime and Criminal Justice / Conflict Theories /  Rational Choice Theories / 
Part VI: Integration in Criminology / Integrated and General Theories / Biosocial Theories 
/ Developmental and Life Course Theories 

 February 2015 • 392 pages 
 Paper (9781483333892) • £37.99 

 INTRODUCING 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY: 
A TEXT/READER 
 Second Edition 

  Stephen g Tibbetts   California State 
University, San Bernardino   and   Craig 
Hemmens   Washington State University  

 Including a collection of key articles on 
criminological theory that have previously 
appeared in a number of leading scholarly 
journals, along with authored textual material, 
this volume presents the basic concepts, data and explanations of 
criminological theory. 

 November 2014 • 576 pages 
 Paper (9781452258157) • £61.00 

 THEORIZING CRIME
AND DEVIANCE 
 A New Perspective 

  Steve Hall   Social Futures 
Institute, Teesside University  

 In this sophisticated, original book, Steve Hall 
critiques the philosophies and political issues 
which have informed criminological theory 
and explores the roots and applications of 
existing theories. He then sets out a new, 
multidisciplinary perspective for social theory. 

 2012 • 304 pages 
 Cloth (9781848606715) • £83.00 
 Paper (9781848606722) • £26.99 

Criminological Theory
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 DOING CRIMINOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Pamela Davies   and 
  Peter Francis   both at Northumbria 
University   and   victor Jupp  

 Just what students need. A reliable, 
practical and sensible guide to 
research methods as applied to 
criminological questions

- Professor Tim Newburn, London
School of Economics and Political Science 

 2010 • 392 pages 
 Cloth (9781848606524) • £81.00 
 Paper (9781848606531) • £26.99 

eBooks

All SAGE eBooks are now available through 
eBooks.com and Google Play. A wide 
selection of our titles are also available on 
Kindle and Kobo.
We also have a large number of titles 
available for library purchase.
Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks for
more information.

 THE NURTURE VERSUS 
BIOSOCIAL DEBATE IN 
CRIMINOLOGY 
 On the Origins of Criminal 
Behavior and Criminality 

 Edited by  Kevin m Beaver   Florida State 
University  ,   JC Barnes   The University of 
Texas at Dallas   and   Brian B Boutwell   
Sam Houston State University  

Providing a contemporary approach to the nature versus nurture debate, 
this book encourages reflection on the contest between environmental 
factors and the interplay between biology/genetics and environmental 
factors on criminal behaviour.

 February 2014 • 472 pages 
 Paper (9781452242255) • £28.99 

 SELF-CONTROL
AND CRIME OVER
THE LIFE COURSE 
  Carter Hay   Florida State University   
and   Ryan meldrum   Florida 
International University  

 This book uses intuitive examples to 
introduce readers to the idea of self-control 
and its importance for understanding 
criminal behaviour, and to explore the 
close connection between self-control and the behavioural choices 
people make. 

 May 2015 • 320 pages 
 Paper (9781483358994) • £27.99 

 SELF-CONTROL  THE PRACTICE
OF RESEARCH IN 
CRIMINOLOGY AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 Fifth Edition 
  Ronet Bachman   University of 
Delaware   and   Russell K Schutt   
University of Massachusetts Boston  

 This book provides helpful and extensive 
coverage of a large number of the elements of the research 
process. A text using criminological examples is particularly 
helpful in seeking to demonstrate to criminology students that 
methods are central to the subject that they are studying 

- Jamie Harding, Division of Sociology &
Criminology, Northumbria University 

 2013 • 528 pages 
 Paper (9781452258195) • £85.00 

 FUNDAMENTALS
OF RESEARCH IN 
CRIMINOLOGY AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 Third Edition 

  Ronet Bachman   University of 
Delaware   and   Russell K Schutt   
University of Massachusetts Boston  

 This concise text provides students with a 
manageable introduction to research design and techniques within the 
context of substantive criminology and criminal justice issues of interest, 
and the Third Edition includes increased coverage of mixed methods, 
crime-mapping, evidence-based and web-based research. 

 March 2014 • 328 pages 
 Paper (9781483333458) • £58.00 

Criminological Theory / Criminological Research
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THE BUSINESS OF PEOPLE
The Significance of Social Science over the Next Decade

Campaign for Social Science

The Business of People looks at the backdrop to the UK elections 
taking place in May 2015 to argue that we need to invest in science and 
innovation – not just for the sake of ‘UK plc’ and prospects for growth 
and economic recovery, but to inform debate and policymaking around 
migration, housing, devolution of power within the UK and the UK’s 
position in Europe.

The report sets out demands for new economic and social knowledge, 
then illustrates the many ways in which social scientists are contributing 
to changing practice and deepening knowledge. It outlines the size and 
structure of UK social science, its contribution to GDP, how social science 
graduates penetrate firms, government and the third sector.

January 2015 • 48 pages
Paper  (9781473918825) • £10.00

THE IMPACT OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
How Academics and Their Research make a Difference 

Simon Bastow, Patrick Dunleavy and Jane Tinkler all at 
London School of Economics and Political Science

Based on a three-year research project studying the impact of 360 
UK-based academics, this book explores how academic research in the 
social sciences achieves public policy impacts, contributes to economic 
prosperity, and informs public understanding of policy issues as well as 
economic and social changes.

January 2014 • 344 pages
Cloth  (9781446275092) • £60.00                                     
Paper  (9781446275108) • £19.99                                     

Understanding the Value of 
Social Science in Today’s World

“A highly valuable 
resource for beginning 

researchers… a dynamic 
and unique new entry for 
social and health sciences 
research.”

- Amy Hoseth,
The Charleston Advisor, 

October 2012

From basic  
explanations 
to advanced 

discussion, SAgE 
Research methods 
will lead you to the 
content you need

Watch 
for SAGE 
Research 
Methods 

Datasets in 
2015!

Watch video 
interviews 

with leading 
methodologists

Discover 
SAGE Research 
Methods Lists 

– methods readings 
suggested by 
other users

find out more at  
www.sageresearchmethods.com

The essential online resource for researchers from 
the world’s leading methods publisher

Based on 
a custom-
designed 

taxonomy with over 
1,400 qualitative, 
quantitative and 
mixed methods 

terms

More than 
195,000 pages 
of book, journal 
and reference 

content to 
support your 

learning

Explore the 
Methods Map 

to discover 
links between 

methods

Criminological Research
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 UNDERSTANDING 
CRIMINOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH 
 A guide to Data Analysis 
  John martyn Chamberlain   
Loughborough University  

 Rooted in his own biographical connection 
to and aspirations for criminology as 
well as reflective practice, Chamberlain 
engages the reader in a journey from 
identifying research topics and questions, through strategies 
for conducting and analyzing, to writing up. This book is a "must 
buy" for the broadest possible readership 

- Professor Maggie O'Neill, Durham University 

 2012 • 264 pages 
 Cloth (9781446208571) • £77.00 
 Paper (9781446208588) • £25.99 

 Free Digital Inspection 
Copies for Lecturers

SAGE has teamed up with a number of online 
delivery partners so lecturers can have digital 
access to textbooks for consideration for 
course use. 
Contact your local sales representative at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep for all your 
course needs. 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF CRIMINOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 Edited by  David gadd   University of 
Manchester  ,   Susanne Karstedt   Griffith 
University   and   Steven F messner   State 
University of New York at Albany  

 This remarkable collection of essays is 
criminological methodology like it ought 
to be. Reflecting the rich, methodological 
and substantive diversity of the field and the complexity of the 
criminological subject matter, these essays reveal the stories 
behind the stories criminologists tell. Essential reading for 
students and researchers alike

 - Professor Shadd Maruna, Queens University, Belfast 

 2011 • 552 pages 
 Cloth (9781849201759) • £110.00 

  CRIME ANALYSIS WITH 
CRIME MAPPING 
 Third Edition 

  Rachel Boba Santos   Florida 
Atlantic University   

This Third Edition continues to provide 
a basic introduction to the field of crime 
analysis, covering its history, key concepts, 
data and techniques. The text focuses on 
fundamental concepts and their practical 
application as well as giving illustrative examples. 

 2012 • 352 pages 
 Paper (9781452202716) • £55.00                                   

 STATISTICS FOR 
CRIMINOLOGY AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 Second Edition 

  Jacinta m gau   University of Central Florida  

 The topics and engaging presentation style 
in this book are targeted at students who 
have a basic background in algebra but who 
have had little or no exposure to the study of 
statistics, and the book demonstrates to students both that statistics 
can be enlightening and eye-opening. 

This fully updated Second Edition includes new learning objectives and 
learning checks to help guide students through the material and ensure 
content understanding and retention. Coverage of the fundamental areas 
in statistics begins with descriptive statistics, moves into probability, 
and ends with regression to make the content easier for students to 
follow. Emphasis is placed on balancing thoroughness with ease of 
understanding in order to show students the importance and relevance 
of statistics in their future criminal justice careers. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Descriptive Statistics / Introduction to the Use of Statistics in Criminal Justice and 
Criminology / Types of Variables and Levels of Measurement / Organizing, Displaying, 
and Presenting Data / Measures of Central Tendency / Measures of Dispersion / Part II: 
Probability and Distributions / Probability / Population, Sample, and Sampling Distributions 
/ Point Estimates and Confidence Intervals / Part III: Hypothesis Testing / Hypothesis 
Testing: A Conceptual Introduction / Hypothesis Testing With Two Categorical Variables: 
Chi-Square / Hypothesis Testing With Two Population Means or Proportions /  Hypothesis 
Testing With Three or More Population Means: Analysis of Variance / Hypothesis Testing 
With Two Continuous Variables: Correlation / Introduction to Regression Analysis 

 April 2015 • 432 pages 
 Paper (9781483378459) • £57.00 

 STATISTICS FOR 

Criminological Research
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Digital learning materials are revolutionizing the teaching 
and learning experience for you and your students…

Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks or contact your 
local SAGE representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

eBooks and 
Digital Solutions

Materials are available whenever 
students need them. They can  add 
notes, highlight text, and search the 
book on any device.

For students

Lecturers can create tailored 
textbooks for their teaching, provide 
students with digital copies of texts, 
and request digital inspection copies 
to instantly review SAGE books.

For lecturers
interactive 
& flexible 
learning

24/7 
access

review 
inspection 

copies

custom 
materials
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With over 2,000 books and journals in research 
methods, across qualitative, quantitative and 
mixed methods, you are sure to find what you 
need to support your research.

Research
Methods

 HANDLING
QUALITATIVE DATA 
 A Practical guide 

 Third Edition 

  Lyn Richards   Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology University  

 November 2014 • 264 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446276051) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446276068) • £27.99 
 eBook  (9781473908802) • £27.99 

 INTRODUCING RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 
 A Beginner's guide to Doing a 
Research Project 

 Second Edition 

  Uwe Flick   Free University Berlin  

 March 2015 • 328 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446294239) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446294246) • £26.99 

 BEGINNING STATISTICS 
 An Introduction for 
Social Scientists 

 Second Edition 

  Liam Foster Sheffield University,
Ian Diamond University of Aberdeen and 
Julie Jefferies Office for National Statistics     

 November 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446280690) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446280706) • £28.99 
 eBook  (9781446280706) • £28.99 

 INTERPRETING 
QUALITATIVE DATA 
 Fifth Edition 

  David Silverman Visiting Professor 
in the Business School, University 
of Technology, Sydney     

 January 2015 • 512 pages 
  Cloth  (9781446295427) • £85.00 
Paper  (9781446295434) • £28.99 

 DISCOVERING
STATISTICS USING R 
 Fourth Edition 

  Andy Field University of Sussex, 
Jeremy miles RAND Corporation and 
Zoe Field University of Sussex    

 2012 • 992 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446200452) • £113.00 
 Paper  (9781446200469) • £48.99 
 eBook  (9781446258460) • £48.99 

 DISCOVERING
STATISTICS USING
IBM SPSS STATISTICS 
 Fourth Edition 

  Andy Field   University of Sussex  

 2013 • 952 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446249178) • £110.00 
 Paper  (9781446249185) • £41.99 
 eBook  (9781446274576) • £41.99 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 A Step-by-Step guide for Beginners 

 Fourth Edition 

  Ranjit Kumar   University of Western Australia  

 January 2014 • 432 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446269961) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446269978) • £29.99 
 eBook  (9781446297810) • £29.99 

 THE CODING MANUAL
FOR QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHERS 
 Third Edition 

  Johnny Saldaña     Arizona State University

 November 2015
 Cloth  (9781473902480) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781473902497) • £28.99  
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For any questions about any of our Research Methods books, please 
contact your local sales representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

 ANALYSING
QUANTITATIVE DATA 
 variable-based and Case-
based Approaches to 
Non-experimental Datasets 

  Raymond A. Kent University of Stirling    

 March 2015 • 376 pages 
  Cloth  (9781446273401) • £85.00 
Paper  (9781446273418) • £28.99 
eBook  (9781473917934) • £28.99

 DOING RESEARCH IN
THE REAL WORLD 
 Third Edition 

  David E gray   University of Greenwich  

 2013 • 752 pages 
Paperback & Interactive ebook 
(9781446295311)
£31.99 (exclusive of VAT)
£32.99 (inclusive of VAT)  

 NETNOGRAPHY 
 Redefined 

 Second Edition 

  Robert v Kozinets York University    

 June 2015 • 288 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446285749) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446285756) • £28.99 

 INTRODUCTION TO
SOCIAL RESEARCH 
 Quantitative and 
Qualitative Approaches 

 Third Edition 

  Keith F Punch   University of Western Australia  

 2013 • 408 pages 
 Cloth  (9781446240922) • £85.00 
 Paper  (9781446240939) • £27.99 
 eBook  (9781446296165) • £27.99 

 WEB SURVEY 
METHODOLOGY 
 mario Callegaro Google,
Katja Lozar manfreda and
vasja vehovar both at 
University of Ljubljana   

 RESEARCH mETHODS FOR
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 

 April 2015 • 344 pages 
 Cloth  (9780857028600) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9780857028617) • £25.99 

 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH & 
EVALUATION METHODS 
 Integrating Theory and Practice 

 Fourth Edition 

  michael Quinn Patton    

 January 2015 • 832 pages 
 Cloth (9781412972123) • £61.00 
  

 DOING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH ONLINE 
  Janet E. Salmons Vision2Lead 
and Capella University School of 
Business and Technology    

 September 2015 
 Cloth  (9781446295403) • £75.00 
 Paper  (9781446295410) • £26.99 

  BASICS OF
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 Techniques and Procedures for 
Developing grounded Theory 

 Fourth Edition 

  Juliet m. Corbin and Anselm Strauss    

 February 2015 • 456 pages 
 Paper (9781412997461) • £45.99                  
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 THE CONCISE DICTIONARY 
OF CRIME AND JUSTICE 
 Second Edition 

  mark S Davis   Ohio State University  

 An excellent, wide-ranging resource with 
clear definitions for over 3,000 key criminal 
justice terms, this book often goes beyond 
simple definitions and places the entries in a 
meaningful context, connecting the definitions 
with other concepts. The dictionary uniquely 
presents common misperceptions for selected terms, along with additional 
relevant information to clarify a term’s use or derivation. 

 CONTENTS 
 A – Abduction – Avulsion / B – Baby Boom – Bystander / C – Cabrini-Green - Cycle Of 
Violence / D – Dactylography - Dysfunctional Family / E – Eastern State Penitentiary – 
Eyewitness Testimony / F – Facial Reconstruction – Furlough / G – Gacy, John Wayne 
- Gunshot Wound / H – Habeas Corpus - Hypnosis / I – ICPSR - Ivins, Bruce / J – Jack 
Roller - Juvenile Transfer / K – K-9 - Ku Klux Klan / L – La Cosa Nostra - Lynching / M – M. 
O. - Mystery / N – Naive Check Forger - Nuremberg War Crime Trials / O – Obedience To 
Authority - Overkill / P – Paints And Polymers - Pyromaniac / Q – Quantico, Va - Qui Tam 
Suit / R – R.I.C.O. - Rust Belt / S – S.T.O.P. - Systematic Review / T – Tabboo - Typology 
/ U – Ucr - Uxoricide / V – Vagrancy - Voyeurism / W – Waiver - Wrongful Execution / 
X – XYY Chromosome / Y – Yard - Youth Service Bureau / Z – Zapruder Film - Zoophilia 

 April 2015 • 312 pages 
 Paper (9781483380933) • £22.99 

 THE CONCISE DICTIONARY  ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE ETHICS 
 Edited by  Bruce A Arrigo   University 
of North Carolina, Charlotte  

 The Encyclopedia of Criminal Justice 
Ethics includes A-to-Z entries by experts 
in the field that explore the scope of ethical 
decision-making and behaviours within 
the spheres of criminal justice systems, 
including policing, corrections, courts, forensic science, and policy 
analysis and research. This two-volume set is available in both print and 
electronic formats. 

 October 2014 • 1216 pages 
 Cloth (9781452274119) • £220.00 

Our online catalogues 
are now interactive
Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/catalogues to
start using our interactive Criminology 
catalogue, instantly fi nd out more about 
each book and place your order directly

 CRIME AND
EVERYDAY LIFE 
 Fifth Edition 

  marcus Felson   and   mary Eckert   
both at Texas State University  

 Offering a bold approach to crime theory 
and crime reduction, this text shows how 
crime opportunity is a necessary condition 
for illegal acts to occur. The authors offer 
realistic, often common-sense ways to 
reduce or eliminate crime and criminal behaviour in specific settings by 
removing the opportunity to complete the act. 

Using a clear and engaging writing style, the authors talk directly to the 
student about criminal behaviour, the routine-activity approach, and 
specific crime reduction ideas. The authors emphasize how routine daily 
activities set the stage for illegal acts - offering fascinating new ideas and 
examples not presented in earlier editions. Most importantly, this book 
teaches students how to think about crime, and then do something about it. 

 CONTENTS 
 Eight Fallacies about Crime / The Chemistry for Crime / Offenders Make Decisions / 
How Violence Erupts / Bringing Crime to You / Teenage Crime / Big Gang Theory / Crime 
Multipliers / Moving Stolen Goods / Situational Crime Prevention  / Local Design Against 
Crime / “White-Collar" Crime / Crime and Social Change 

 April 2015 • 240 pages 
 Paper (9781483384689) • £35.99 

 CRIME AND

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 Edited by  matthew David   University 
of Durham   and   Debora Halbert   
University of Hawaii at Manoa  

 Multi-disciplinary in its scope and global 
in its sweep... represents the state-of-the 
art in scholarship around this important 
and rapidly growing area. It is essential 
reading for all researchers, students and 
policy-makers who are interested in the 
transformation of culture and capitalism in the global age

- Majid Yar, University of Hull 
 November 2014 • 840 pages 
 Cloth (9781446266342) • £110.00 

Criminal Justice
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 THE PENAL SYSTEM 
 An Introduction 

 Fifth Edition 

  michael Cavadino   University of
Central Lancashire  ,   James Dignan 
 formerly Professor of Comparative
Criminology and Criminal Justice at the
University of Leeds   and   george mair  
Liverpool Hope University  

 The bestselling SAgE Ltd title in the UK in 2014

This is, deservedly, the best known student-oriented textbook 
and a definitive work for any Penology course. The Fifth Edition 
brings the topic completely up to date, while retaining the 
accessibility of style and detailed critical analysis which has 
proved so popular with my students previously. The authors' 
ability to explain what can otherwise seem like 'difficult' theories 
of punishment is particularly welcome 

- Dr Alisa Stevens, School of Social
Sciences, Southampton University

Fully revised and updated to account for recent changes in the Criminal 
Justice System, the new edition includes:

• expanded material on restorative justice, and gender and the Criminal 
Justice System

• greater coverage of comparative issues
• an annually updated companion website, keeping students up-to-date 

with relevant legislation and crucial developments
• a glossary of key terms 
• continued critical coverage of the deepening penal crisis, including 

sections on the managerial crisis and the crisis of accountability. 

 CONTENTS 
 The Criminal Justice System / The Penal Crisis and Strategies for Criminal Justice / Notes 
on Terminology: 'Punishment' and 'System' / Crisis? What Crisis? / Is there a Crisis? / The 
Orthadox Account of the Crisis / Improving on the Orthadox Account / Responses to the Crisis 
/ A Radical Pluralist Account of the Crisis / Justifying Punishment / Is Punishment Unjust? / 
Reductivism / Just Deserts: Retributivism and Denunciation / Restorative Justice / Schools 
of Penal Thought / Philosophies, Strategies and Attitudes / Conclusions: Punishment and 
Human Rights / Explaining Punishment / The Sociology of Punishment / The Marxist Tradition 
/ The Durkheimian Tradition / The Weberian Tradition / Pluralism and Radical Pluralism / 
Applying Penal Sociology / Sentencing: The Crux of the Crisis / The Crux of the Crisis / Who 
Are the Sentencers? / Constraints on the Powers of Sentencers / A Brief, Tangled Recent 
History of Sentencing / A Rational Approach? / Punishment in the Community / Community 
Punishment in a Rapidly Changing Penal Landscape / Non-Custodial Punishment: the Current 
Sentencing Framework / Community Punishment: Strategic Issues / Shifting Patterns of 
Penality: Theoretical Reflections / Conclusion: The Future of Punishment? / Prisons and the 
Penal Crisis / Overview / The Aims and Functions of Imprisonment / The Prison System / Key 
Phases in Recent Prison Policy-Making / The Prison System and its Crises / Early Release: The 
Penal System's Safety Valve / Early Release: Useful, Controversial, Troublesome / History of 
Early Release / Early Release Today / Conclusion: Early Release Evaluated / The Youth Justice 
System / Young People, Crime and the Penal Crisis / Responding to Youth Crime: Models of 
Youth Justice / Neo-Correctional Youth Justice, 1997 / Responding to Youth Crime: the Youth 
Justice System in Operation / Concluding Assessment: No More Excuses? / Bias in the Criminal 
Justice System / Introductory / Class / Race / Gender / Solving the Crisis? / A Grim Fairy Tale 
/ Responses to the Crisis, 1970-2006 / How to Solve the Crisis  

 2013 • 400 pages 
 Cloth (9781446207246) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446207253) • £24.99 

 PRISONS & PUNISHMENT 
 The Essentials 

 Second Edition 

  David Scott   Liverpool John Moores
University   and   Nick Flynn   De
Montfort University  

 Clearly written and challenging, it 
addresses issues from the justifications 
for punishment to the ownership and 
operation of penal systems, especially 
prisons. It is an ideal introduction for those coming into the 
relatively new and contested discipline of criminology 

- Professor Mick Ryan, University of Greenwich

This book gives students the tools needed to delve deeper and 
critically examine issues relating to prisons and punishment. 

The Second Edition: 

•  explores prisons and punishment within national, international 
and comparative contexts, and draws upon contemporary case 
studies throughout 

•  includes new sections on actuarial justice, proportionality, sentencing 
principles, persistent offending, rehabilitation, and abolitionist 
approaches to punishment 

•  features a companion website, directing students towards relevant 
journal articles and web links 

•  includes a study skills section which guides students through essay-
writing and offers hints and tips on how they can get the most out of 
their lectures and seminars. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Penology / Thinking Like a Penologist / Sources of Penal Knowledge / Part II: Core 
Areas of the Curriculum / Justifications of Punishment / Theorising about Prisons and 
Punishment / Comparative Penologies / A History of Imprisonment in the UK: until 1997 
/ Penal Policy: until 2013 / Penal Administration and Prisoner Populations / Sociologies 
of Prison Life / Penal Accountability / Probation and Community Penalties / Future 
Directions and Alternative Visions / Part III: Study, Writing And Revision Skills / How to 
Get the Most out of Your Lectures and Seminars / Writing a Dissertation / Essay Writing 
Hints / Revision Hints / Exam Hints 

 April 2014 • 304 pages 
 Cloth (9781446273463) • £60.00 
 Paper (9781446273470) • £18.99 

 THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF PUNISHMENT
AND SOCIETY 
 Edited by  Jonathan Simon   University of
California, Berkeley   and   Richard Sparks  
Edinburgh University  

 The editors - who have themselves done 
much to shape the field - have succeeded 
in producing a volume written in a clear, 
erudite, yet pacey style throughout

- Yvonne Jewkes, Professor of
Criminology, University of Leicester 

 2012 • 520 pages 
 Cloth (9781848606753) • £110.00 

Penology & Punishment
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 INTRODUCTION
TO POLICING 
 Second Edition 

  michael Rowe   Northumbria University   

An authoritative introduction to the 
debates, issues and developments that 
define contemporary policing in the 
UK. The range and level of practical 
engagement ensures that the Second 
Edition is an excellent 'must read' 
resource for all undergraduate students of policing 

- Eugene McLaughlin, City University London

Thoroughly updated to take account of recent changes in policy, this 
book covers everything students need to excel at their studies in policing. 

It includes: 

•  a new chapter on global and transnational policing, rich in 
comparative examples 

•  a new chapter on criminal investigation, providing a complete overview 
of the criminal investigation process 

•  a concluding chapter tying together the book’s themes, including a 
new section on approaches to policing 

•  a companion website with lecturer resources, weblinks, expanded 
case studies and links to relevant journal articles 

 CONTENTS 
 What Is Policing? / Historical Origins and Development of the Police in England and 
Wales / Police Powers: The Legal Framework / Who Guards the Guards? / Community 
Policing / Police Culture / Policing Diversity / Global and Transnational Policing / Criminal 
Investigation and Policing / Plural Policing / Surveillance, IT and the Future of Policing / 
Conclusions: The Future of Policing 

 2013 • 352 pages 
 Cloth (9781446255872) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446255889) • £24.99 

 GLOBAL POLICING AND 
TRANSNATIONAL LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  Ben Bowling   King's College
London   and   James wE Sheptycki   
York University, Toronto  

 The editors of this major work have brought 
together the most important literature 
developing theoretical perspectives on this topic from various disciplines, 
together with articles presenting empirical case studies illustrating the 
forms, functions and effects of the new transnational policing. 

 SAgE LIBRARy OF CRImINOLOgy 
 September 2015 • 1420 pages 
 Cloth (9781473908048) • £625.00  

Special Introductory Price £550.00

 GLOBAL POLICING AND 

 CRIME, PUNISHMENT 
AND MIGRATION 
  Dario melossi   University of Bologna  

 In this compelling account, Dario Melossi provides an authoritative 
take on the theory and research examining the connection of crime 
and migration. It takes a socio-historical and criminological approach 
to address the core questions of migrants' criminal behaviour and the 
processing of undocumented individuals in the criminal justice systems 
in the last twenty years. 

 CONTENTS 
 Crime and Migration, Development of a Relationship / Crime, Punishment and Migration 
in an Age of Globalization: America / Crime, Punishment and Migration in an Age of 
Globalization: Europe / The Importance of Legal Status in a Globalized World / In 
Conclusion: Crime, Migration, Social Change and Innovation 

 COmPACT CRImINOLOgy 
 August 2015 • 128 pages 
 Cloth (9781849200790) • £60.00 
 Paper (9781849200806) • £17.99 

 CRIME, PUNISHMENT 

 GLOBAL POLICING 
  Ben Bowling   King's College London   and 
  James Sheptycki   York University, Toronto  

 A massively impressive academic 
achievement...It is right at the forefront 
of, and is one of the most important 
developments in, work on policing. This 
book is very informative, empirically 
grounded, and brings all this to bear in a 
sophisticated, theoretical analysis 

- Robert Reiner, Emeritus Professor
of Criminology, London School of
Economics and Political Science 

 2011 • 192 pages 
 Cloth (9781849200813) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781849200820) • £23.99 

 CRIME, PUNISHMENT 
AND MIGRATION 
 CRIME, PUNISHMENT 
AND MIGRATION 
 CRIME, PUNISHMENT 

Penology & Punishment / Police Studies
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 The Policing matters Series

Books in the Policing Matters series provide key information 
and learning activities related to the core modules delivered on 
policing courses. All books in the series include clear chapter 
objectives, case studies, and practical and reflective tasks.

 REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 
FOR POLICING STUDENTS 
  Selina Copley   University of Huddersfield  

 Looking at what reflective practice is and 
why it's important, this is an essential guide 
to reflective practice - a key element of police 
training and practice. 

 2011 • 128 pages 
 Paper (9781844458486) • £17.99 

 WORKING IN POLICING 
 Edited by  Ian Pepper   University   of Teesside

 A user friendly introductory text. 
Ideal for students studying the 
policing process and considering 
career options and progression 
within the police force 

- Miss Sue Uttley-Evans, 
Criminology and Criminal 

Justice Department, University 
of Central Lancashire 

 2011 • 176 pages 
 Paper (9780857254894) • £21.99 

 POLICING AND PSYCHOLOGY 
  Nicholas Blagden   Nottingham Trent University  

 Written very concisely, easy 
to read, encapsulates key 
theories and effectively relates 
to practice. Some excellent 
tasks and reflective questions to 
enhance the learning experience 

- Mr Barrie Sheldon, 
Department of Criminology, 

University of Teesside 

 2012 • 112 pages 
 Cloth (9780857258335) • £64.00 
 Paper (9780857254658) • £18.99 

 POLICING TERRORISM 
  Christopher Blake     and Barrie Sheldon   
both at University of Teesside  ,
  Rachael Strzelecki   University of 
Wolverhampton   and   Peter williams  
University of Teesside   

 Provides students with an 
historical perspective, introduces 
a number of well-established 
theories relating to terrorism, 
and considers how the UK has 
responded by developing a 
counter terrorism strategy

- Mr Bernard Sheridan,
Department of Policing,

University of Central Lancashire 

 2012 • 200 pages 
 Cloth (9780857258342) • £64.00 
 Paper (9780857255181) • £21.99 

 POLICING AND YOUNG 
PEOPLE 
 Edited by  Colin Rogers   and   Tim Read   
both at University of Glamorgan  

 A well-structured and easy-
to-read book...The various 
'ref lective' and 'practical' 
tasks help to develop an 
understanding of the text. A very 
useful addition to an excellent 
series of books 

- Dr Mark Hawes, CTR for 
Criminal Justice & Criminology, 

Swansea University 

 2011 • 144 pages 
 Paper (9780857254771) • £19.99 

 POLICING AND 
CRIMINOLOGY 
  Craig Paterson   and   Ed Pollock both 
at   Sheffield Hallam University  

 This is a wonderful book on 
which to base an entire course 
- the use of reflection, case 
studies and tasks makes it a 
user-friendly source for students 
of all abilities 

- Dr Carol Borland Jones, 
Natural and Social Sciences, 

Gloucestershire University 

 2011 • 176 pages 
 Paper (9780857254139) • £19.99 

 POLICE ETHICS AND 
VALUES 
  Allyson macvean   University 
of Chester   and   Peter Neyroud   
University of Cambridge  

 This book offers much to an area 
which has limited books and 
journals for students to refer to 

- John Manuel, Department 
of Public Services, Bishop 

Burton College 

 2012 • 160 pages 
 Cloth (9780857258311) • £64.00 
 Paper (9780857253859) • £18.99 

Police Studies - The Policing Matters Series
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get your criminology students reading more

Solve the problem of getting your students to read more widely and in enough depth by taking advantage 
of the breadth of SAGE’s criminology list and investing in digital solutions with us. 

SAGE can work with you and your institution to create a package to supply digital textbooks of titles 
on your reading lists to your students, resulting in:

• easy access and convenience for your students
• added value for prospective students
• prestige and recognition of innovation and student support at your department

Visit sagepub.co.uk/fi ndmyrep to get in touch with your local sales rep to fi nd out more.

 INTRODUCING FORENSIC 
AND CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION 
  Jane monckton-Smith   University 
of Gloucestershire  ,   Tony Adams   
Former Detective Superintendent  , 
  Adam Hart   and   Julia webb   both 
at University of Gloucestershire  

 An impressive team of experts covers 
just about every aspect of criminal 
investigation in this fascinating volume. The wide-ranging 
descriptions of issues and concepts are brought to life with 
accounts of the personal experiences of operational detectives, 
making this an important resource for everyone from students 
of criminal and forensic investigation to trainee police officers 

- Professor David Canter, University of Huddersfield  

 2013 • 232 pages 
 Cloth (9780857027511) • £75.00 
 Paper (9780857027528) • £24.99 

 VERBAL AND NUMERICAL 
REASONING EXERCISES 
FOR THE POLICE RECRUIT 
ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
  Richard malthouse   and  
 Jodi Roffey-Barentsen  
Farnborough College of Technology  

 This is an excellent book for those going 
through the recruitment process and we have used when 
running students through "mock" assessments. I encourage 
students to purchase to build their confidence 

- Mrs Rebecca Watson, Social Sciences,
 University of Northampton 

 PRACTICAL POLICINg SKILLS SERIES 
 2010 • 168 pages 
 Paper (9781844454624) • £16.99 

 CRIMINOLOGICAL AND 
FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY 
  Helen gavin   University of Huddersfield  

 The great strength of this book is 
that it covers a broad spectrum 
of topics and real cases in a way 
that will be of great interest to 
students of forensic psychology, 
criminology, police work and all 
other related disciplines. 

- Elizabeth Noon, De 
Montfort University 

 2013 • 424 pages 
 Cloth (9781848607002) • £100.00 
 Paper (9781848607019) • £34.99 

 INTRODUCTION TO 
FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY 
 Research and Application 

 Fourth Edition 

  Curt R Bartol   and   Anne m Bartol  

 Filled with real-life examples, practical 
applications and case law discussions, this 
book covers new and emerging fields of study, 
the many areas where psychology plays a 
significant role in the civil and criminal justice systems, and the wide range of 
issues that are an integral part of the forensic psychologist's day-to-day work. 

 November 2014 • 608 pages 
 Paper (9781483365312) • £72.00 

Police Studies / Forensic & Criminal Investigation
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 CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGY 
 Four-volume Set 

 Edited by  David Canter   
University of Huddersfield  

 This four-volume set of definitive publications 
in criminal psychology provides a gateway to 
theory, research and practice, and is designed 
to be a vital research tool for students, 
researchers and practitioners worldwide. 

 SAgE BENCHmARKS IN PSyCHOLOgy 
 July 2014 • 1584 pages 
 Cloth (9781446286067) • £695.00 

  CRIMINALS IN
THE MAKING 
 Criminality Across the 
Life Course 

 Second Edition 

  John Paul wright   University of Cincinnati  , 
  Stephen g Tibbetts   California State 
University, San Bernardino   and
  Leah E Daigle   Georgia State University  

 Integrating biological and genetic criminality research with studies on 
the life-course perspective, this text examines environmental agents that 
cause, facilitate or maintain criminal propensity. 

 March 2014 • 328 pages 
 Paper (9781452217994) • £37.99                            

 FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY 
 Theory, research, policy 
and practice 

  Jennifer Brown   London School of 
Economics and Political Science  , 
  yvonne Shell   and   Terri Cole  

 Mapped to the British Psychological Society’s 
Stage One and Two training requirements, 
this book will help students to see how these 
crucial areas of the profession interact and 
how they can shape one another. 

Throughout the text, the authors provide a detailed analysis of key 
concepts, debates and theories while weaving in insights and reflections 
from key professionals, ensuring readers have the necessary knowledge 
and skills to pass assignments and get past the Stage Two supervised 
practice requirements en route to becoming a qualified forensic 
psychologist. It will be essential reading for all those on MSc Forensic 
Psychology courses. 

 CONTENTS 
 Scene Setting / Place Setting /  The Legal Setting / Ideological Context / Political Context / 
Theoretical Context / Researching / Victims / Profiling Offenders /  Assessment / Treatment 
and Rehabilitation / Report Writing / Re-imagining Forensic Psychology 

 September 2015 • 417 pages 
 Cloth (9781473911932) • £85.00 
 Paper (9781473911949) • £29.99 

 FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY 

Many of our textbooks are supported by companion websites, 
which offer extra resources to students and lecturers alike – 
assisting lecturers with planning and supporting student learning.  
Wherever you see the companion website icon you can access 
further study resources.

Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/companionsites.sp for a full listing of all textbooks with companion websites.

Companion websites

9:
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Resources for Lecturers
• PowerPoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Companion website material typically includes:

Psychology & Crime
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 MEDIA AND CRIME 
 Third Edition 

  yvonne Jewkes   University of Leicester   

In Media and Crime one of the field’s very best scholars 
offers a critical panorama of crime and media, from prison 
films to surveillance culture and cybercrime. As intellectually 
sophisticated as it is narratively engaging, Yvonne Jewkes’ 
Media and Crime is a masterful must-read 

- Professor Jeff Ferrell, Texas Christian

This book critically examines the complex interactions between media 
and crime. Written with an engaging and authoritative voice, it guides 
students through all the key issues, ranging from news reporting of crime, 
media constructions of children and women, moral panics and media 
and the police to 'reality' crime shows, surveillance and social control.

This Third Edition:

• explores innovations in technology and forms of reporting, including 
citizen journalism

• examines the impact of new media including mobile, Internet and 
digital technologies, and social networking sites

• features chapters dedicated to the issues around cybercrime and 
crime film, along with new content on terrorism and the media

• shows students how to research media and crime
• includes discussion questions, further reading suggestions and 

a glossary
• now features a companion website, complete with links to journal 

articles, relevant websites and blogs. 

 CONTENTS 
 Theorizing Media and Crime / The Construction of Crime News / Media and Moral Panics 
/ Media Constructions of Children: 'Evil Monsters' and 'Tragic Victims' / Media Misogyny: 
Monstrous Women / Police, Offenders and Victims in the Media / Crime Films and Prison 
Films / Crime and the Surveillance Culture / The Role of the Internet in Crime and Deviance 
/ (Re)Conceptualizing the Relationship between Media and Crime 

 KEy APPROACHES TO CRImINOLOgy 
 February 2015 • 352 pages 

 Cloth (9781446272527) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446272534) • £26.99 

 MEDIA AND CRIME  MEDIA AND CRIME 
 Third Edition 

 MEDIA AND CRIME  MEDIA AND CRIME  MEDIA AND CRIME  MEDIA AND CRIME 

 DRUGS, CRIME,
AND JUSTICE 
  Steven Belenko   Temple University   and 
  Cassia Spohn   Arizona State University  

 Using a multidisciplinary perspective, the 
authors incorporate theory, empirical 
research and policy to provide readers with 
a full assessment of the interplay of drugs, 
crime and the criminal justice system. 

 November 2014 • 344 pages 
 Paper (9781452277080) • £41.99 

 CRIME AND
THE ECONOMY 
  Richard Rosenfeld   Criminology and 
Criminal Justice, University of Missouri, 
St Louis   and   Steven F messner   State 
University of New York at Albany  

 With their trade-mark mastery of 
theoretical tools and empirical 
data [the authors] provide a 
stunning overview of ideas and 
research, and impress with fresh 
insights into a classical problem 
of criminology

- Susanne Karstedt, 
Professor of Criminology, 

University of Leeds 

 COmPACT CRImINOLOgy 
 2013 • 152 pages 
 Cloth (9781848607163) • £63.00 
 Paper (9781848607170) • £20.99 

 MENTAL ILLNESS
AND CRIME 
  Robert A Schug   California State University,
Long Beach   and   Henry F Fradella   
Arizona State University  

 This book incorporates an interdisciplinary, 
integrative approach toward presenting 
explanations for and etiologies of 
mental i l lness-related cr iminal and 
violent behaviours. 

 September 2014 • 592 pages 
 Paper (9781412987073) • £26.99 
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 CULTURAL CRIMINOLOGY 
 An Invitation 

 Second Edition 

  Jeff Ferrell   Texas Christian University 
and University of Kent  ,   Keith Hayward   
University of Kent   and   Jock young   
formerly at John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, City University, 
New York and University of Kent  

 Praise for the previous edition:

However greatly criminologists might benefit from the authors' 
illuminating insights and the new cognitive vistas their 
investigations have opened, the impact of this book may well 
stretch far beyond the realm of criminology proper and mark a 
watershed in the progress of social study as such

- Zygmunt Bauman, Emeritus Professor, University of Leeds

This book traces the history, theory, methodology and future direction of 
cultural criminology. Drawing on issues of representation, meaning and 
politics, it walks readers through the key areas that make up this fascinating 
approach to the study of crime.

This Second Edition has been fully revised to take account of recent 
developments in this fast developing field and now includes: 

•  a new chapter on war, terrorism and the state 
•  new sections on cultural criminology and the politics of gender, as well 

as green cultural criminology 
•  two new and expanded chapters on research methodology within the 

field of cultural criminology 
•  further reading suggestions and a list of related films and documentaries 

at the end of each chapter, helping students to take their studies beyond 
the classroom 

•  new and updated vignettes, examples, and visual illustrations throughout 
•  a new concluding chapter 
 Building on the success of the first edition, Cultural Criminology: An 
Invitation offers a vibrant and cutting-edge introduction to this growing 
field. It will encourage students to adopt a critical and contemporary 
approach to their studies in criminology. 

 CONTENTS 
 Cultural Criminology: An Invitation / The Gathering Storm / The Storm Breaks: Cultural 
Criminology Now / Towards a Cultural Criminology of the Everyday / War, Terrorism and the 
State: A Cultural Criminological Introduction / Media, Representation and Meaning: Inside 
the Hall of Mirrors / Against Criminological Method / Dangerous Knowledge: Methods of 
Cultural Criminology 

 May 2015 • 288 pages 
 Cloth (9781446259153) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446259160) • £26.99 

 CULTURAL CRIMINOLOGY 

SAGE INVESTIGATES...
JEFF FERRELL & KEITH HAYWARD 

In what ways has the field of cultural 
criminology evolved since the publication 
of the first edition of Cultural Criminology 
in 2008?

While cultural criminology has maintained its general focus on the interplay 
of cultural dynamics, crime, and crime control in the years since the 
publication of the first edition, it has also continued to evolve in critical 
response to the emerging contours of late modernity. Scholarship in cultural 
criminology increasingly engages with issues of war, terrorism, and the state, 
exploring the ideologies and emotions that circulate through globalized 
violence. A large body of work has now emerged under the heading of 
‘green cultural criminology’; seeking to synthesize green criminology with 
cultural criminology, this work links features of representation and late 
modern economy to issues of environmental harm and injustice. Cultural 
criminologists also continue to trace the dynamics by which various media 
forms loop and spiral around issues of crime and crime control; recently this 
analysis has focused especially on new technologies of digital reproduction 
and dissemination. In addition, cultural criminologists continue to excavate 
the emotions that animate moments of crime and crime control, and the 
often unnoticed everyday situations in which such moments play out. 
Throughout this range of issues, they are also beginning to consider the 
policy implications of cultural criminological analysis.

As has always been the case with cultural criminology, methodological 
issues and innovations remain at the forefront as well. The last few years 
have seen cultural criminologists hone and expand their critique of 
criminological positivism, and of the quantified methods that accompany it. 
As for cultural criminologists’ own methods, two recent developments are 
particularly noteworthy. The first is a thoroughgoing engagement with visual 
matters and visual methodologies, with cultural criminologists increasingly 
analyzing visual material, producing their own images, and addressing 
issues of visibility, invisibility, and power. The second is the continued 
elaboration of ethnographic methodologies. Among newer approaches 

are autoethnography, with its potential 
for critically integrating the researcher 
into the research process, and various 
ethnographic approaches that echo 
cultural criminological concepts such 
as vertigo and drift.

Finally, and significantly, cultural 
criminology over the past few years 
has continued to diversify along 
lines of gender, age and ethnicity 
– in terms of both subject matter and 
the identities of scholars involved – 
and to expand its already considerable 
international scope.

How do you see the study 
of Criminology evolving 
over the next 10 years? 
We suspect that criminology will continue 
to bifurcate. On the one hand, as we 
discuss in Cultural Criminology, Second 
Edition, the logic of positivism and positivist methodologies operates as 
an intellectual self-fulfilling prophecy, creating methodological residues 
that masquerade as objective research findings, and so perpetuating the 
positivist project. Coupled with institutional pressures for risk-free research 
and for quantifiable, state-friendly scholarship, this form of criminology 
seems sure to survive. On the other hand, and largely in opposition, 
alternative criminological paradigms continue to percolate and build 
momentum. Grounded in cultural, visual, and narrative approaches, 
these criminologies self-consciously move beyond the strictures of 
positivism to embrace representation, meaning, and identity, and to 
construct a critical analysis of crime and crime control in the context 
of growing global inequality.

JeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeffJeff
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 PERSPECTIVES ON 
DEVIANCE AND
SOCIAL CONTROL 
  michelle Inderbitzin   Oregon State 
University  ,   Kristin A Bates   California State
University, San Marcos   and   Randy gainey
  Old Dominion University, Norfolk  

 This concise and student-friendly resource 
uses sociological theories to explain a variety 
of issues related to deviant behaviour and 
societal reactions to deviance. The authors briefly explain the development 
of major sociological theoretical perspectives and use current research 
and examples to show how those theories are used to think about and 
study the causes of deviant behaviour and the reactions to it. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction to Deviance / The Diversity of Deviance / Researching Deviance /  Anomie/
Strain Theory / Social Disorganization Theory / Differential Association and Social Learning 
Theory / Social Control Theories of Deviance / Labeling Theory / Marxist/Conflict Theories 
of Deviance / Critical Theories of Deviance / Social Control of Deviance / Deviant Careers 
and Career Deviance / Deviance and Social Control in Global Context 

 December 2014 • 328 pages 
 Paper (9781452288857) • £44.99 

 AN INTRODUCTION TO 
GREEN CRIMINOLOGY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
  Angus Nurse Middlesex University    

A comprehensive introduction to green criminology, this book is a discussion 
of the relationship between mainstream criminal justice and green crimes.

Focused on environmental harm within the context of criminal justice this 
book takes a global perspective and:

• introduces students to different theoretical perspectives in 
green criminology

• looks at the victims of environmental crime throughout
• covers topics such as; wildlife crimes, animal abuse, the causes of 

environmental crime, regulation, exploitation, ecological terrorism, 
policing, prosecution and monitoring.

Helping readers develop a thorough understanding of the principles of 
environmental justice and green criminology as well as contemporary 
developments, this book will be excellent support to students of 
green criminology.

 December 2015 • 160 pages 
 Cloth (9781473908093) • £85.00 
 Paper (9781473908109) • £26.99 

 AN INTRODUCTION TO 

Accessible Content

SAGE are always striving to improve our provision 
of accessible content to our visually impaired and 
print disabled customers and we are delighted to 
work with a wide variety of associations towards 
this end.
If you are a seeking accessible content please 
contact us directly at accessible@sagepub.co.uk 
or through one of our partners and we will be happy 
to assist you.

 UNDERSTANDING 
COPYRIGHT 
 Intellectual Property
in the Digital Age 
  Bethany Klein  ,   giles moss   and
  Lee Edwards   University of Leeds  

 Taking a rounded view of the debates that 
have emerged over copyright in the digital age, 
this book: 

•  looks across a broad range of industries 
including music, television and film to consider issues of media power 
and policy 

•  features examples that have taken centre stage in the copyright debate, 
including legal cases against Napster and The Pirate Bay, the Creative 
Commons movement, and public protests against the expansion of 
copyright enforcement 

•  considers both the dominant voices and those who struggle to be heard, 
drawing on studies from around the world. 

 Offering a comprehensive overview of the contemporary issues surrounding 
intellectual property through the struggle over copyright, Understanding 
Copyright explores why disagreement is rife and how the policy-making 
process might accommodate a wider range of views. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction: Understanding Copyright in the Digital Age / A Brief History of Copyright: How We 
Got Here / Copyright and the Creative Economy: How the Cultural Industries Exert Influence 
/ Technologies and Corporations in the Middle: How Internet Intermediaries are Drawn into 
the Debate / Creative Workers and Copyright: How Current and Future Creators Benefit from 
Cultural Labour / Chapter 6: Consumers, Criminals, Patrons, Pirates: How Users Connect to 
Copyright / Copyright Policy: How Policy Represents (or Fails to Represent) Different Groups 
/ The Future of Copyright: How We Can Learn from the Debate 

 April 2015 • 160 pages 
 Cloth (9781446285831) • £70.00 
 Paper (9781446285848) • £23.99 

 UNDERSTANDING 
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SAgE Swifts offer authors a new channel for academic 
research with the freedom to deliver work outside the 
conventional length of journal articles. The series aims to 
give authors speedy access to academic audiences through 
digital first publication, space to explore ideas thoroughly, 
yet at a length which can be readily digested, and the quality 
stamp and reassurance of peer-review.

THE POSTEMOTIONAL BULLY
 Stjepan mestrovic  Texas A&M University

Using case studies of an American solider who committed suicide in 
Afghanistan, torture at Abu Ghraib, and the murder of a 23-year-old 
inmate in a Southern state prison in the US, Mestrovic applies theories 
of 'postemotionalism' to the issue of 'the bully' as a social type, arguing 
that modern society still contains strong barbarian elements. 

January 2015 • 136 pages
eBook  (9781473910973) £15.99 + VAT
Cloth  (9781473907805) • £45.00

OWNING THE WORLD OF IDEAS
Intellectual Property and global Network Capitalism

  matthew David   Durham University   and   Debora 
Halbert   University of Hawaii at Manoa  r

 Critically exploring the key and emergent themes in intellectual property 
(IP) in the contemporary world, the authors argue that: 

•  IP has become a core regulative principle in the construction and 
maintenance of global network capitalism 

•  global network capitalism is wracked by a unique paradox - creating 
the very infrastructure that both promotes the significance and scope 
of IP, whilst at the same time enabling its subversion 

• IP has become increasingly significant in attempts to regulate 
the actions of private individuals alongside interaction between 
commercial manufacturers.

August 2015 • 128 pages
eBook  (9781473927575) £15.99                                      + VAT
Cloth  (9781473915763) • £45.00                                     

In 1976 SAGE published a series of short ‘university papers’, which led to the publication of the QASS series (or the ‘little 
green books’ as they became known to researchers). Almost 40 years since the release of the first ‘little green book’, SAGE 
is delighted to offer a new series of swift, short and topical pieces in the ever-growing digital environment.

SAGE Swifts
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Find out what lecturers really 
think of our textbooks…
…and how useful they have found them for 
the courses they teach. And (so long as you’ve 
requested a textbook on inspection through 
your SAGE online account) why not  submit 
your own feedback for others to read online too! 

In offering this facility, SAGE is the fi rst academic 
publisher to share independent academic reviews 
and feedback online. We feel that encouraging two 
way communication with colleagues in the academic 
world is integral to producing quality content. 
Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/lecturer  

 WOMEN AND CRIME 
 A Text/Reader 

 Second Edition 

  Stacy L mallicoat   California 
State University, Fullerton  

 It provides a comprehensive 
guide to women and crime, both 
theoretically and practically. It 
also demonstrates links with 
policy, which is incredibly useful 

- Dr Lisa Sugiura, Sociology, 
Social Policy and Criminology, 

Southampton University 

 SAgE TExT/READER SERIES IN CRImINOLOgy AND CRImINAL JUSTICE 
 October 2014 • 632 pages 
 Paper (9781483356655) • £57.00 

 RACE & CRIME 
  michael Rowe   Northumbria University  

 Debates traditionally featured 
under "race and crime" are 
given a contemporary twist, 
providing students, researchers, 
practitioners and others with 
challenging new insights. The 
material is clearly presented and 
very engaging 

- Basia Spalek, The 
University of Birmingham 

 KEy APPROACHES TO CRImINOLOgy 
 2012 • 224 pages 

 Cloth (9781849207263) • £69.00 
 Paper (9781849207270) • £24.99 

 KEY CONCEPTS IN
RACE AND ETHNICITY 
  Nasar meer   Strathclyde University  

 A fresh and critical take on key 
concepts and ideas in the field 
of race and ethnicity. Nasar 
Meer’s account is a must for all 
students who are interested in 
deepening their understanding 
and it will become an important 
point of reference

- John Solomos,
University of Warwick 

 SAgE KEy CONCEPTS SERIES 
 July 2014 • 176 pages 
 Cloth (9780857028679) • £60.00 
 Paper (9780857028686) • £19.99 
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 HATE CRIME 
 Impact, Causes and Responses 

 Second Edition 

  Neil Chakraborti   University of Leicester   and   Jon garland   University of Surrey  

Comprehensive, informed, full of ideas, and yet accessible. The 
completely revised and fully updated second edition of this terrific 
book, by two of the leading scholars in the field, is an absolute 
must for anyone interested in the field of hate crimes

- Professor Tim Newburn, London School of Economic 

In this substantially revised and updated edition the authors examine 
the nature, extent and harms of hate crime, and the effectiveness of 
criminal justice responses to it. They cover racist, religiously motivated, 
homophobic, disablist and transphobic hate crime, as well as other forms 
of targeted victimization such as gendered hostility, elder abuse, attacks 
upon alternative subcultures and violence against sex workers and the 
homeless. The book also assesses the complexities and controversies 
surrounding hate-crime legislation and policy-making, as well as the 
continuing challenges associated with the policing of hate. 

The Second Edition features expanded discussions of international 

perspectives and contemporary 
topics such as online hate 
and cyber-bullying, as well 
as numerous case studies 
covering issues such as lone-
wolf extremists, Islamophobia, 
asylum seekers and the far right. 
The book contains a range of 
links to online material that 
accompany the extensive lists of 
further reading in each chapter. 

 CONTENTS 
 Understanding Hate Crime / Racist 
Hate Crime / Religiously Motivated 
Hate Crime / Homophobic Hate Crime 
/ Transphobic Hate Crime / Disablist 
Hate Crime / Vulnerability, ‘Difference’ 
and Gendered Violence / Perpetrators of 
Hate Crime / Responding to Hate Crime / 
International Perspectives on Hate Crime 
/ Conclusions and Future Directions 

 March 2015 • 208 pages 
 Cloth (9781446272503) • £75.00 
 Paper ( 9781446272510) • £24.99 

 HATE CRIME 

 Paper ( 9781446272510) • £24.99  Paper ( 9781446272510) • £24.99 

SAGE INVESTIGATES....NEIL CHAKRABORTI & JON GARLAND

you headed up the recently completed 
Leicester Hate Crime Project; would you be 
able to tell us a bit about it and its findings? 
The Leicester Hate Crime Project was based on research conducted with 

the largest and most diverse sample of hate crime victims ever identified in a single 
study. Over the course of two years we engaged with more than 4,000 people from 
different backgrounds and communities, and the sample of hate crime victims 
included nearly 1,500 people who had been subjected to acts of violence, hostility 
and intimidation because of their identity or perceived ‘difference’.

The research illustrated that hate crimes were a routine, and mostly 
unreported feature of many people’s daily lives. We heard from victims who 
had been tipped out of wheelchairs; who had had their veils ripped off; who 
had put up with faeces and fireworks being shoved through their letterboxes. 
We heard from those who had seen their car windows repeatedly smashed 
in; their houses spray-painted with graffiti; their children or parents hounded 
simply for looking ‘different’. We heard from people who had been violently 
and sexually assaulted; who had been exploited and humiliated; who had 
been tormented countless times in person and via social media. 

Moreover, we heard from victims from all kinds of walks of life and backgrounds 
who had been targeted because of their physical and learning disabilities 
or mental ill-health; because of their skin colour, religious beliefs or asylum 
seeker status; because of their gender identity, sexual orientation, alternative 
lifestyle or appearance, and a range of other characteristics. The physical and 
emotional impact of these experiences was profound, with many referring to 
feelings of anxiety, depression, vulnerability and to suicidal thoughts. In fewer 
than half of cases was the offender unknown to the victim, meaning that more 
often than not the person perpetrating hate was someone familiar: a neighbour, 
a work colleague, a carer, a ‘friend’ or even a family member.

In addition to assessing barriers to reporting, the research identified ways of 
reducing feelings of isolation and meeting the needs of diverse ‘hard-to-reach’ 
communities. In total we produced a series of eight reports, including a Full 
Findings and Recommendations report, a series of themed briefing papers, 
and a Victims' Manifesto containing a 10-point plan outlining practical ways 
to support victims more effectively. These reports are available to download 
at www2.le.ac.uk/departments/criminology/hate/documents

How do you see the study 
of Criminology evolving 
over the next 10 years? 
The discipline of criminology has 
always been a rapidly evolving one, 
and over the next ten years it will 
develop as new forms of crime and 
criminal behaviour become evident. 
In turn, these will probably be driven 
by societal and technological 
change, meaning that such things as 
the study of cybercrime (in its many 
forms), terrorism and hate crime will 
develop, together with that of green 
criminology and corporate crime. 
Academic interests in policing 
and crime prevention will evolve 
as these changes impact upon 
the police and related agencies 
too. Meanwhile, the study of 
punishment will see a continuation 
in the growth of interest in the 
application of restorative justice 
while examinations of punishment 
and prisons may well 
include fresh analysis 
of detention centres, 
as their use as a form 
of immigration control 
becomes further evident.

How do you see the study NeilNeilNeilNeilNeilNeil
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 YOUTH CRIME 
AND JUSTICE 
 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Barry goldson   
University of Liverpool   
and   John muncie   The 
Open University  

 Building upon the success of the 
first edition, this second - and 
substantially revised - comprises a 
range of cutting-edge contributions 
from leading national and 
international researchers. 

The book:

• situates youth crime and youth 
justice within historical and 
social-structural contexts

• critically examines policy and 
practice trends and their relation 
to knowledge and ‘evidence’

• presents a forward looking vision of a rights compliant youth 
justice with integrity.

With its critical perspective and systematic approach towards 
a hugely complex issue, [this book] fulfils all the expectations 
and needs of those teaching, studying or researching this 
domain. It is beyond compare, which made the waiting more 
than worthwhile 

- Prof. Dr. Jenneke Christiaens,
Free University Brussels

An authoritative and accessible book, youth Crime and Justice 
provides a coherent, comprehensive and fully up-to-date analysis of 
contemporary developments and debates. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Historical and Social-Structural Contexts / Histories of Youth Crime and Youth Justice 
/ Social Class, Youth Crime and Youth Justice / ‘Race’, Youth Crime and Youth Justice / 
Girls, Crime and Justice / Part II: Trends, Evidence, Policy and Practice / Trends in Detected 
Youth Crime and Contemporary State Responses / What Evidence for Youth Justice? / 
Risk Management and Early Intervention: A Critical Analysis / The Case for Diversion and 
Minimum Necessary Intervention / Restorative Justice? A Critical Analysis / Desistance 
from Crime in the Transition to Adulthood / The Circular Motions of Penal Politics and the 
Pervasive Irrationalities of Child Imprisonment / Community Safety and the Policing of Young 
People in Austere Times / Youth Transitions, Criminal Careers and Social Exclusion / Part 
III: Future Directions / Children’s Human Rights and Youth Justice with Integrity 

 March 2015 • 280 pages 
 Cloth (9781446210826) • £75.00 
 Paper (9781446210833) • £24.99 
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presents a forward looking vision of a rights compliant youth 
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 YOUTH
AND CRIME 
 Fourth Edition 

  John muncie   The 
Open University  

 Keeping students abreast of 
contemporary debates, this 
Fourth Edition:

• includes updated chapters 
on youth crime discourse 
and data, youth victimology, 
youth and social policy, 
youth justice strategies 
and comparat ive and 
international youth justice, 
providing a critical analysis 
of issues such as institutional 
abuse, child poverty, cyber-
bullying, child trafficking, 
international children's rights and 
transnational policy transfer

• covers numerous issues raised by the UK coalition government’s 
law and order and austerity policies including ages of criminal 
responsibility, the ‘rehabilitation revolution’, ‘troubled families’, 
abolition of antisocial behaviour orders (ASBOs), initiatives in gangs, 
gun and knife crime, responses to the August 2011 riots, prospects 
for restorative justice and reductions in child imprisonment

• keeps students up to date with contemporary research into 
explanations of youth crime, youth and media, youth cultures, youth 
unemployment and training programmes, and youth justice policies 
and takes into account recent legislative reform

• features a new companion website, featuring links to journal articles, 
relevant websites, blogs and government reports.

Not only does what one would expect a first rate textbook to 
do – provide comprehensive, accessible and up-to-date material 
for students – but offers so much more. It provides a grounded 
theoretical and empirical account of the enormous changes that 
have occurred in the ways in which we understand and respond 
to young people using the machinery of criminal justice. As such 
it has no serious rivals 

- Professor Tim Newburn, London School of Economics

Complete with chapter outlines, summary boxes, key terms, study 
questions, further reading lists, web-based resources and a glossary, this 
is the textbook to take students through their studies in youth and crime. 

 CONTENTS 
 Youth Crime: Representations, Discourses and Data / Histories of Youth and Crime / 
Explaining Youth Crime I: Positivist Criminologies / Explaining Youth Crime II: Radical 
and Realist Criminologies / Youth Victimology / Youth Cultures, Cultural Studies and 
Cultural Criminology / Youth and Social Policy: Control, Regulation and Governance / 
Youth Justice Strategies I: Welfare and Justice / Youth Justice Strategies II: Prevention 
and Punishment / Comparative and International Youth Justice 

 December 2014 • 496 pages 
 Cloth (9781446274859) • £85.00 
 Paper (9781446274866) • £28.99 Remember that books with the IC icon 

are available as inspection copies for 
lecturers. To request yours, visit
sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

bullying, child trafficking, 
international children's rights and international children's rights and 

Youth Crime & Justice
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 VICTIMS, CRIME 
AND SOCIETY 
 An Introduction 

 Second Edition 

 Edited by  Pamela Davies   
and   Peter Francis   both 
at Northumbria University   
and   Chris greer   City 
University London  

 Praise for the previous edition:

This book achieves the rare feat of helping 
its readers without patronising them. The aids to the reader 
- tables, boxes, glossaries, questions, and suggestions for 
further reading - will prove genuinely helpful to students and 
their teachers, but they appear within a text that is theoretically 
informed as well as comprehensive and up to date in its coverage 

- Professor David Smith, University of Lancaster

This book provides a thorough account of victimization across the 
social spectrum of class, race, age and gender. The Second Edition 
has been fully revised and expanded, with two parts now spanning the 
key perspectives and issues in victimology.

Covering theoretical, social and political contexts, the book: 

•  includes new chapters on defining and constructing victims, fear 
and vulnerability, sexuality, white-collar crime and the implications of 
crime policy on victims 

•  examines a global range of historical and theoretical perspectives in 
victimology and features a new chapter on researching victims of crime 

•  reinforces learning through critical thinking sections, future research 
suggestions, chapter summaries and a glossary of key terms 

•  now includes a companion website, complete with links to relevant 
journal articles in victimology. 

 CONTENTS 
 Part I: Key Perspectives in Victimology / Defining Victims and Victimisation / Constructing 
Victims and Victimisation / Fear, Vulnerability and Victimisation / Historical Perspectives 
in Victimology / Theoretical Perspectives in Victimology / Research Perspectives in 
Victimology / Global Perspectives in Victimology / Part II: Key Issues in Victimology / 
Gender, Victims and Crime / Young People, Victims and Crime / Older People, Victims 
and Crime / Social Exclusion, Victims and Crime / Victims of White-Collar Crime / Race, 
Religion, Victims and Crime / Sexuality, Victims and Crime / Victims of the Powerful / 
Victims and Crime Policy  

 November 2015 • 400 pages 
 Cloth (9781446255902) • £90.00 
 Paper (9781446255919) • £29.99 
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 Praise for the previous edition:

This book achieves the rare feat of helping 
its readers without patronising them. The aids to the reader 

 Praise for the previous edition:

This book achieves the rare feat of helping 

 VICTIMOLOGY 
  Leah E Daigle   Georgia State University   
and   Lisa R muftic   Sam Houston 
State University, Huntsville  

 Providing an overview of the field of 
victimology, this book includes coverage of 
the essentials of victimology while relaying 
the history and development of the field. It 
discusses why people are victimized, how 
the criminal justice and other social services 
interact with victims and each other, and 
gives information about specific types of 
victimization with attention to international, comparative coverage. 

 CONTENTS 
 Introduction to Victimology / Extent, Theories, and Factors of Victimization / Consequences 
of Victimization / Recurring Victimization / Victims’ Rights and Remedies / Homicide 
Victimization / Sexual Victimization / Intimate Partner Violence / Victimization at the 
Beginning and End of Life: Child and Elder Abuse / Victimization of Special Populations / 
Victimization at School and Work /  Property and Identity Theft Victimization / Victimology 
from a Comparative Perspective / Contemporary Issues in Victimology: Victims of Hate 
Crimes, Human Trafficking, and Terrorism 

 September 2015 • 460 pages 
 Paper (9781483359014) • £57.00 

 VICTIMOLOGY 

 EXTREME KILLING 
 Understanding Serial and 
mass murder 

 Third Edition 

  James Alan Fox   and   Jack Levin   
Northeastern University  

 This book examines the theories of criminal 
behaviour and applies them to a multitude 
of mass and serial murderers, from around 
the world, such as Anders Breivik and 
Charles Manson. 

 June 2014 • 360 pages 
 Paper (9781483350721) • £35.99 

 VIOLENCE AND SOCIETY 
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• Counseling and Psychotherapy

• Education

• Media and Communication

• Psychology

• Business and Management

• Criminology and Criminal Justice

LAUNCHING IN 2015!

We are delighted to announce the development of a streaming video program at SAGE!  

SAGE Video online collections are developed in partnership with leading academics, societies and 
practitioners, including many of SAGE’s own authors and academic partners, to deliver cutting-
edge pedagogical collections mapped to curricular needs.

Available alongside our book and reference collections on the SAGE Knowledge platform, content 
is delivered with critical online functionality designed to support scholarly use.

SAGE Video combines originally commissioned and produced material, matched explicitly against 
the curricula of each discipline, with licensed videos, and video classics to provide a complete 
resource for students, faculty, and researchers.

Visual literacy is a given for students today.
– Angela Carreño, Head of Collection Development, New York University

sagepub.com/video #sagevid
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Welcome... 
We’re very pleased to welcome you to our 2015 Criminology catalogue, not least because 2015 sees SAGE celebrate its 50th birthday. As we 
look back on our success so far, and forward to a dynamic and innovative publishing future, we’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
choosing SAGE and for being part of our story so far.

We’re really proud of the breadth and depth of our Criminology list, and that we have resources that support students, lecturers and 
researchers at every stage of their academic career. The coverage of our textbook programme, in particular, makes SAGE the perfect go-to 
when recommending texts to encourage your students to read deeply enough into, and widely enough around, your subject area. If your 
department is thinking about taking this one step further, and buying textbooks for its students, you will fi nd we’re the ideal partner to work 
with (fi nd more details on pg. 16).

2015 sees the publication of new editions of some of our market-leading texts from internationally renowned academics – highlighted below; 
keep an eye out for comment pieces from some of these authors in the catalogue, too.  

As you’re taking a look through these pages don’t forget that most of our titles are available as e-books, and that a good many are available 
as an inspection copy if you’re teaching a relevant course. 

If you’re interested in joining the list, and writing or editing a project with us, do get in touch with Amy (whose details are opposite). Otherwise, 
we hope you enjoy looking through our new catalogue. 

The SAGE Criminology Team   

@SAGEcriminology

Key new titles

P18 P2 P2 P14 P14

P19P4P23 P25 P24


